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• The status of receiver single pixel was presented: August 31 completion. 
• Commissioning schedule revealed: one week first of September, one week in 

October. 
• The science position is still not filled as of this date, but should be resolved in the 

next couple of weeks. 
• DJ presented the K band Observations memo.  There have not been any 

significant feed back (positive or negative) since the document was sent for 
comment.  So our assumption is that this document adequately details the 
observing to begin pipeline development. 

• It was suggested that the new KFPA scientist may add details for specific science 
use cases in section 4 of the document. 

• After being solicited for comments on continuum observing, Roberto indicated 
that the spectral line and continuum observing modes where the same and 
diverged during imaging.  

• Discussion of another science workshop led to suggesting that a better route 
would be to add detail to Bob Garwood’s flow chart/block diagram of the pipeline 
and distribute it to specific users for comment. 

• Bob Garwood Clarification July 30, 2008: 
 
Actually, I think that's what I meant by specific use cases. Namely with DJs memo in 
hand and including that flow chart/block diagram a few specific cases without wiggle 
words like "may" or "could" or "optional" being used - i.e. make those choices for each 
use case - and refer back to the flow chart to indicate which specific step that is. I think 
it's premature to know what the specific functional form of each step of the pipeline 
actually looks like and so it's not clear to me that adding more details to the flow chart 
would really illuminate much. On the other hand, if there are specific missing pieces (e.g. 
I know the consensus last month was that the flow chart needs to mention a robust 
spectral baseline fitting and removal step just prior to imaging, but I think that's the only 
step missing that I'm aware of) or options that aren't clearly expressed by the flow chart 
than that would be a useful addition. I do plan on extracting that flow chart from where it 
currently lives - inside the pdf of the talk I gave at the design review in February - so that 
I can be attached in other places. 

  
 
 
 

 
• Along the same lines a GUI for demonstration purposes with the pipeline features 

displayed would be useful. 
• Bob Garwood Comments July 30, 2008: 



I think that would be a major mistake. GUIs should only come at the end of the 
development. Otherwise when that doesn't happen (a) the underlying command line 
interface tends to be driven too much by moving GUI designs and tends to get muddy 
because (b) the resulting product tends to blur the line between what the GUI does and 
what the underlying command line does [e.g. much of aips++ suffered from that problem 
and so the reimplementation for casa/python was particularly painful in some cases] and 
(c) GUIs can be a black hole and if you have all of the functionality there in the command 
line then at least you can support the capabilities you need to support even if you can't do 
so through a GUI. So, in my opinion the focus of pipeline development for the next 6-12 
months has to be on the software pieces necessary for the desired functionality and then 
focus for the remaining time should be on making that user-friendly with a coordinated 
GUI. Individual GUI components - most especially data quality displays like waterfall 
raster images and various quantities over time - could be developed earlier. A 
demonstration GUI at this stage of the project would be a bad idea. 

 
• After reviewing the June data analysis meeting, the general consensus was that  

enough definition and details were established to begin pipeline development.  M. 
Bloss and S. White will meet individually Bob and DJ to better understand the 
details so that the scope of the project is well understood and not subjected to 
creep.  A schedule and break down of task will also be developed. 

• As no software support from GB is forth coming, the critical paths are the 
personnel related (only Bob Garwood for now) which comments on the 
importance of the Calgary Collaboration and hiring of a software designer.   

• Jeff Deaver is expected to write documentation for the GALFACTS pipeline 
benefiting the KFPA pipeline development. 

• Cross calibration discussions suggests that although beneficial for image 
refinement, this procedure is not within the scope of the pipeline. 

• Bob Garwood Comments July 30, 2008: 
 

Just so I'm clear, "cross calibration" here is the FPA equivalent of "basketweaving", 
correct? If so, then the above statement makes it pretty likely this project will be done on 
time. I think everything else is reasonably well understood. If my understanding is 
correct, I'll modify the design document to reflect that. 

 


